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                                                          Update and FAQ’s for 564/564XL 

How to verify “Old Generation” vs “New Generation” 564/564XL: 

HP has recently released some printer models in the US (Photosmart 5510 series, Photosmart 6510) that will 

require a new version of the HP 564 and 564XL cartridges.  We began seeing the new HP printer models in 

stores as of September 2011. 

 

HP has put expiration dates (and new part numbers) on the 564/564XL cartridges.  Stamped onto the bottom 

of the cartridge between the chip and the ink port is a date (and new part number): 

 

If the date is 2012/09 or earlier, your customer may get an error message stating that the cartridge they have 

installed is an “older generation cartridge”.  Again, this message will only occur when the customer is using 

one of the new printer models, not any of the pre-existing printer models for this cartridge.  

 

Clover is now separating the HP 564/564XL cores by expiration date and selling them as separate cartridges.  

Please see the chart below for the current part numbers (”older generation”) and the new part numbers.  

Please note that at this time, this only affects a limited number of printers.   

Please visit the HP website for more information about this issue  

(http://h10025.www1.hp.com/ewfrf/wc/document?docname=c02435884&lc=en&cc=us&dlc=en).  You will 

notice that HP states that cartridge dates of 2012/09 or later are the newer version.  Clover is using a date of 

2012/10 to ensure that the cartridges are, in fact, the newer version. 

Old generation New generation 
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These questions help you understand some important information from the preceding page.  As indicated, 

there are (3) new printers in stores that use a new version of this HP564/564XL cartridge.   WHAT’s 

IMPORTANT is that when selling this family – you verify which printer people are requesting cartridges for.   If 

it is a new printer as listed, you can source the new generation cartridges through our inkjet refill program.  

What printers does this affect? 

The only printers that this affects are as follows:  HP Photosmart series 5510  printers and the HP Photosmart 6510.  These printers 

use the “new” generation of 564/564XL cartridges.  The “Old Generation” cartridges will work for all printer models except the 3 

listed above which is what drives the volume of today’s 564/564XL cartridges family of product.  The point here is this – be sure to 

understand which printer the customer has BEFORE you sell them an HP564/564XL remanufactured product. 

Will the cartridges I have in stock still work?   

Yes, the cartridges you have in stock will work perfectly fine in all printers except for the (3) newly released printers;  they are the  

HP Photosmart 5510 series printer and the HP Photosmart 6510.   If your customer has one of these printers, you will want to 

provide them with one of the “New Generation” cartridges, or an OEM. 

What if a customer calls with an error message? 

If you have a customer receiving the “Old Generation” error message, you will need to provide them with one of the “New 

Generation” cartridges.  To confirm if you have the old or the new cartridges – please refer to Page 1 of this document.   

564 standard yield  “New Generation”  OEM part numbers: 

CN680WN - black 

CR276WN – photo black 

CN681WN – cyan 

CN682WN – magenta 

CN683WN – yellow 

 

564 XL yield  “New Generation”  OEM part numbers: 

CN684WN – black 

CR277WN – photo black 

CN685WN – cyan 

CN686WN – magenta 

CN687WN - yellow 

How can I tell the difference? 

Please refer to page 1 of this document. 

How will this affect my RME items? 

When we receive your RME items, we will be checking the dates on the 564/564XL cartridges to see if it is the “Old Generation” or 

“New Generation” inkjets.  Depending on what you have sent, we will send back the same generation cartridges for those that 

qualify.  You WILL NOT receive “New Generation” items if you send the “Old Generation” cores. 

Why don’t you ONLY offer the “new generation” cartridges? 

Because of core availability we are offering both the old and new generation cartridges.  Once we have an ample supply of just the 

“New Generation” cores, we can offer only the “New Generation” cartridges. 


